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We are all familiar with the saying ‘my house my rules’ and nowhere does it hold true in business 

more than when you are operating on foreign soil. In principle business is all the same; supply goods 

or services to willing buyers for an agreed price for the purpose of making a profit. But what does 

differ from country to country are laws governing business activities. 

I cannot stress enough the importance of understanding the legal framework that governs business 

in a foreign country because laws are not the same. Do not assume because in South Africa things 

are done in a certain way the same applies in Africa. Yes there are obvious general laws such as 

operating a business with a legal registered company but I assure you each country has different 

company formation laws. And on that note, there is the critical question of whether you should 

register as a foreign company or as a local entity. Of which has a significant impact on tax issues, and 

speaking of tax, every country has different tax laws which significantly determine profits. 

How about financial laws that govern money laundering? Your objective is probably to make a profit 

then ship the money back home. What are the laws concerning such transactions? Because African 

countries are particular about money being exported out their countries. Most African countries are 

well short of cash and will make it as difficult as possible for you to send money out the country.  

But the greatest law you must understand and come to terms with is company sharing. Every African 

country has its own empowerment programme due to historic land colonization. Therefore African 

governments, though happy to receive foreign investment, are wary of foreign companies enriching 

themselves at the expense of locals. For that reason foreign companies are in most cases required to 

partner with locals to ensure that the locals enjoy a piece of the country’s wealth.  

For example, at some stage the Zimbabwean government proposed a 51% stake of foreign 

businesses to belong to the natives. That would have left you with 49% plus all the headaches that 

comes with running a business in a foreign land. Therefore do your research and decide what 

percentage you are comfortable with giving away in order to operate a business in that country.  

All this information is obtainable at your chosen country’s local embassy including information on 

business visas and permits. Additionally, find out how much money you will require as an investment 

because each country has a different mandatory investment amount which you need to show in 

order to get a business visa.  
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